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Workshop Objectives
• Set out the financial challenges faced • Discuss the various perspectives:
-Competing interests -Accounting rules and guidance -Credit ratings implications
• Overview of some potential solutions -Description of some alternatives -Discussion of any merits and disadvantages
• Regulatory considerations and implications October 31, 2014 Framing the Issues 2
Rules of Engagement
• This is intended to be a clinical discussion of facts and issues of interest to the participants:
-No hidden agendas -No promotion of particular services -Non-partisan, fair, and balanced expositions
• Chatham House Rules apply:
-Check your six-shooters in at the door -No attribution of comments that are made here Retirees and Employees
• Retirees:
-Primarily benefitting from defined benefit plans -Mostly or wholly reliant on defined contribution plans (e.g., 401-K plans)
• Employees (current and former):
-Vested in defined benefit plans -Mostly or wholly reliant on defined contribution plans Plan Sponsor
• The public utility in its capacity as a defined benefit plan sponsor -Fiduciary obligations to plan's beneficiaries -Reporting requirements and disclosures • Less sensitive to the utility company's welfare October 31, 2014 Framing the Issues 17
Issues and Employees
• There is a split among those vested and those not vested in the defined benefit plan • Younger employees have a higher risk tolerance:
-They want to ensure the plan sponsor is able to honor their benefits in due course -They want to ensure that the public utility remains viable and retains them on the payroll -Funded status is gradually becoming an emerging issue for them
Issues and Plan Sponsor
• All of the issues are direct and immediate concerns for the plan sponsor • Alignment of interests between the two capacities (plan sponsor and public utility operating company) is critical • The fiduciary nature of some of the sponsor's duties and obligations, and the subtle demarcations that can emerge, intensify the efforts to achieve optimal alignment October 31, 2014 Framing the Issues 19
Issues and Public Utility
• All of the issues are direct and immediate concerns for the plan sponsor • Alignment of interests between the two capacities (plan sponsor and public utility operating company) is also critical • Additional key considerations facing the public utility:
-Honoring the regulatory compact -Maintaining access to the capital markets
Issues and Customers
The most critical issues for customers are:
• Maintaining competitive and reasonable rates • Ensuring predictability of rate changes • Promoting their public utility's:
-Financial integrity -Lowest cost of operations, and -Reliable access to capital markets to fund required public utility investments October 31, 2014 Framing the Issues 21
Issues and Shareowners
• Avoid:
-Straying from the public utility's core competence -Volatility in reported financial results -Impairment of future earnings prospects -Any reorganization in which the plan sponsor obligations impair a public utility's emergence from bankruptcy
• Protect:
-An appropriate risk compensation -Financial integrity of the public utility
Issues and Creditors
-Straying from the public utility's core competence -Volatility in reported financial results -Impairing future cash flow generation potential -Impairing seniority of outstanding debt
• Protect: -The accounting perspective; -The credit rating agency's perspective; -The alternative solutions available; and -A public utility's perspective on these issuess
• Deliberate overlaps among these presentations • Our comments and your questions should:
-Stimulate thoughtful discussion -Engender muscular debate October 31, 2014 Framing the Issues 29
